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Investment Environment
The technology sector outperformed broader equity indices during the quarter. The
Internet Software and Services and Systems Software subsectors were the largest
contributors to the Fund’s benchmark. Nearly every subsector within the index had
positive returns during the quarter.
Portfolio Manager:
Brinton Johns

Performance Discussion
The Fund outperformed its primary benchmark, the S&P 500 Index, but underperformed
its secondary benchmark, the MSCI All Country World Information Technology Index, for
the period. Since we believe technology markets are complex, we construct a portfolio
with special attention to downside risk, seeking to balance resilience and optionality. We
believe our focus on stocks that are less volatile than those in the MSCI benchmark and
that are well positioned to benefit from the rapid rate of change in technology will
provide better performance for our shareholders over the long term.
Alphabet Inc. (formerly Google) was the Fund’s top contributor to performance during
the quarter. Alphabet’s share price benefited from better than expected earnings results,
as well as from the company’s restructuring, which was initiated in the third quarter. The
restructuring, which involved the creation of the Alphabet holding company that now
owns Google and several other businesses, has resulted in greater accounting
transparency, making it easier to value each of the company’s entities. Alphabet’s
earnings growth was driven by improvements in its mobile search revenue, as well as its
YouTube and programmatic businesses. The firm also announced a significant stock
buyback program, providing additional support to its shares.
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. was our second-strongest contributor to returns. Alibaba’s
shares traded down last quarter due to concerns about the impact China’s slowing
economy would have on its e-commerce business. The stock has rebounded since, as
Alibaba’s results have proved that concern was overblown.
Technology conglomerate Samsung Group was another strong contributor to the Fund’s
performance. Samsung shares were driven by better than expected earnings results, as
well as by the company’s announcement of a $10 billion stock buyback program that will
cancel the repurchased shares instead of holding them in the company’s treasury,
providing a clear benefit to shareholders. Samsung’s stock was also helped by strong
results in its semiconductor business during the quarter.
Apple was our leading detractor during the quarter. The company’s share price declined
on news of weakening expectations for iPhone sales in Asia. We remained underweight
in Apple compared to our benchmarks because of our concerns about the impact of
slowing growth on Apple’s end markets, which are maturing.
American Express was also a detractor. Last quarter, the company announced the
cessation of co-branded card contracts with Costco and JetBlue, and the market was
still discounting the loss of those relationships this quarter. Despite those near-term
headwinds we continue to like the long-term outlook for the company. Payments
businesses are continuing to grow as more payments switch from cash and check to
plastic and e-commerce transactions throughout the globe. American Express is well
positioned to participate in that growth. We also like that the company has been diligent
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MSCI All Country World
Information Technology Index,
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• Heading into 2016, we believe
we are well positioned for a
fundamental shift in enterprise
IT spending.
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on controlling operating expenses and that it has been
returning cash to shareholders through both dividends and
share repurchases.
Zillow was another detractor. The company is undergoing a
business model transition, shrinking the number of real estate

agents they sell advertisements to, but focusing on more digital
savvy real estate agents that will spend more. The near-term
costs associated with that transition have been more than some
investors expected, but we continue to hold the company and
believe the transition makes sense for the company.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook
Looking ahead, we remain optimistic about several secular
themes unfolding in the technology sector. Perhaps the most
exciting of these is the shift by enterprises from hardware,
servers and on-premises data centers to the cloud. Security
concerns about on-premises data centers and the quick
adoption of Microsoft Office 365, which is critical to so many
business functions, is hastening cloud adoption of many
IT functions.
At the same time, many large legacy tech companies tethered
to desktop computing or enterprise hardware face rapidly
slowing growth prospects as these businesses are displaced by
the cloud and software as a service models. These companies,

which make up large weightings in our benchmark indices,
trade at high valuations due to the perceived safety of large
cash reserves on their balance sheets or high dividend
payments. We believe risk for these companies is underpriced
as profit pools begin to erode for these companies.
We have actively positioned our portfolio to be overweight many
of the cloud and software-as-a-service companies we think are
poised to take share of enterprise IT spending over the next
decade, and are significantly underweight many legacy tech
companies that serve shrinking end markets. We believe this
positioning will prove beneficial as IT spending continues to
transform in 2016.

Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 12/31/15
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Alphabet Inc.

10.99

2.37

Apple Inc

6.71

-0.32

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (ADR)

2.10

0.62

Zillow Group Inc

1.01

-0.17

Microsoft Corp

2.37

0.54

American Express Co

1.77

-0.12

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd

3.59

0.52

Etsy Inc

0.16

-0.11

Facebook Inc

3.28

0.50

Nintendo Co Ltd

0.47

-0.11

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Alphabet Inc.: Alphabet, the holding company of Google
and several other businesses owned or tied to Google,
provides advertisers with superior cross-device marketing
offerings, in our view, and we see continued opportunity for
Google to monetize its Android mobile platform. We also see
opportunity for Google to increase monetization of its
YouTube video platform in the coming quarters now that it is
easier for advertisers to buy ads and target specific

Apple: The mobile device and computer maker has strong
free cash flow and a large sum of cash sitting on its balance
sheet. It continues to gain market share in personal
computing and remains a dominant player in the smartphone
market. We like the company for its growth potential and
appreciate its commitment to returning capital to
shareholders via dividends and stock repurchases.
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Top Contributors (continued)

Top Detractors (continued)

audience segments on YouTube.

Zillow: The real estate and home-related information
marketplaces firm provides products and services to help
consumers through every stage of home buying, selling,
renting, borrowing and remodeling. The company enables
homeowners, buyers, sellers and renters to find and connect
with local professionals. Similarly, Zillow enables real estate
agents to reach clients more efficiently than through
traditional advertising. We think Zillow can grow its relatively
small market share in a $6 billion real estate advertising
budget market. The company is developing other products
that show promise as well, in our view.

Alibaba: The Chinese e-commerce company provides
consumer-to-consumer, business-to-consumer and businessto-business sales services via Web and mobile platforms. We
think increasing spending power for the Chinese consumer
and rapid growth in e-commerce in China are long-term
tailwinds for the company.
Microsoft: The company develops, manufactures, licenses,
sells and supports software products. Microsoft offers
operating system software, server application software,
business and consumer applications software, software
development tools, and Internet and intranet software. We
have a modest position in the company, relative to
technology specific indices, but appreciate its developing
cloud business and the fact that it is moving to a
subscription-based business model and away from licensing
its software.
Samsung: We like that Samsung has a strong position in
the high-end Android phone market, where margins tend to
be higher. We also like the company’s semiconductor
business. We believe Samsung has consistently been the
most formidable competitor in any market they participate.
Facebook: The social networking website facilitates the
sharing of information, photographs, website links and
videos among family, friends and co-workers. Recent data,
including fast-growing sales, have given us greater
confidence in the sustainability of Facebook’s core product
and thus the advertising market that should accrete to it. We
believe the company will be among the few mobile platform
operators that disproportionately benefit from meaningful
new developments in advertising/marketing models, which
we expect will develop over the next several years. In
particular, we think we are in the early phase of advertising
dollars shifting to mobile, where Facebook is gaining traction
with app developers, direct response advertisers, brand
advertisers and small- to medium-size businesses.

American Express: A global payment and travel company,
American Express’ principal products and services are
charge and credit payment card products and travel-related
services offered to consumers and businesses. We
appreciate the company’s exposure to affluent consumers
as well as to the broader trend of consumers switching to
credit cards from cash and personal checks. We also like
management’s focus on share repurchases and
expense controls.
Etsy: Etsy is the largest marketplace for handmade and
vintage items globally. They cater toward artists and buyers
looking for unique items ranging from clothing to furniture to
jewelry and art. The company has recently seen sales growth
slower than expected due to cross border transactions
effected by currency, in particular the exchange rate
between the U.S. and the UK/Europe. We see this as a
temporary phenomena, and expect the company to continue
to grow the network effects in its marketplace.
Nintendo: We continue to believe in the long-term value of
the Japan-based gaming device and software maker’s game
franchises, such as Mario and Zelda. Near-term catalysts
could be the successful introduction of new products or
opening its games to other companies’ platforms. Nintendo
also has a very high percentage of cash relative to its market
valuation. The company recently announced plans to partner
to transition some of its intellectual property to mobile
platforms such as iOS and Android which should positively
impact revenue and earnings over the coming years.
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Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
The discussion and data quoted are based upon the results, holdings and characteristics of the Janus Investment Fund ("JIF") mutual fund. Such data may vary for
the Janus Aspen Series ("JAS") portfolio due to asset size, investment guidelines, diversity of portfolio holdings and other factors. We believe the JIF mutual fund
most closely reflects the portfolio management style for this strategy.
As of 12/31/15 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Global Technology Fund are: Alphabet Inc (10.63%), Apple Inc (6.49%), ARM Holdings PLC (3.77%),
Amphenol Corp (3.49%), Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (3.48%), Facebook Inc (3.17%), American Tower Corp (3.05%), ServiceNow Inc (2.47%), Microsoft Corp
(2.30%) and TE Connectivity Ltd (2.07%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in this
commentary.
The opinions are as of 12/31/15 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Foreign securities are subject to additional risks including currency fluctuations, political and economic uncertainty, increased volatility, lower
liquidity and differing financial and information reporting standards, all of which are magnified in emerging markets.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
MSCI All Country World Information Technology Index measures the performance of information technology stocks from developed and emerging markets.
The index includes reinvestment of dividends, net of foreign withholding taxes.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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